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Keeping the
Switch Turned On:
Maximizing Employee Productivity

I

n his book The On-Purpose
Person, author Kevin McCarthy
uses the image of a light switch
to illustrate his idea of being “on
purpose.” When the switch is up,
you are on purpose; when the switch
is down, you are off purpose. Sounds
pretty simple, doesn’t it?
But sometimes it is difficult for
business people to keep that switch
“on,” whether it’s in regard to focus,
mission, passion, task or time.
In today’s business world, where
change is happening faster than a
speeding bullet, learning how to stay
“on” without suffering energy drain
is probably one of the real problems
behind all those symptoms poorly
diagnosed by strategy consultants and
executive coaches.
According to a Gallup poll,
employee engagement (being “on”) is
at a low ebb, with just one out of four
employees actively engaged (in other
words, giving eight hours of work
for eight hours of pay, or, as they
used to say, “eight for eight”). The
low productivity levels of the other
75 percent of the workforce mean
that employers are receiving six
hours of work or less per eight-hour
paid workday.
So how do you keep your employees’ switches on without burning them
out—including the executive leadership team?

Clarity: The First Step
The answer begins with one
word: clarity.
Without clarity, people, organizations, and even the economy
suffer. Right now, many businessclimate polls are discussing the
issue of uncertainty—a by-product of
a lack of clarity. Those in business
lack clarity about the impact of rising gasoline costs, federal healthcare reform, technology, and the
retirement of the baby boomers, just
to name a few issues.
Just as in a diamond, when
clarity crystallizes, the brilliance
of the gem shines through, catching every beam of light. Human beings are very much like diamonds.
Some are diamonds in the rough,
just waiting to be shined up so that
their sparkling, multicolored facets
can cast beams of light throughout
the room. Some already have that
clarity. In many cases, these are the
actively engaged employees in
your workforce.
Clarity for any organization
begins at the top and then cascades
downward, lighting a path for
unified and collaborative action. Unfortunately, when business leaders,
whether C-suite executive personnel or small business owners, fail to
establish that clarity, unanticipated
and usually costly results ensue.
President John F. Kennedy
crystallized clarity when it came
to sending a manned flight to the
moon. His clarity cascaded down
from the White House all the way to
Cape Canaveral, as evidenced by a
story concerning U.S. senator from
Florida George Smathers, who
spoke with a NASA cleaning lady
as he was leaving Cape Canaveral
just before the historic vote to fund
the manned flight to the moon.
Smathers asked the woman what
her job was, and she responded,
so the story goes, with “To send a
man to the moon and have him return safely.” The next day, Senator
Smathers voted in favor of what we
now call the “space program.”

Some business leaders may
believe that their time is better spent
having their employees do what
needs to be done rather than playing
with words. But if your employees
don’t know where their organization
wants to be in three to five years (or
longer), their actions will probably
be more “off” than “on” the route
to achieving those desired results.
Theodore Hesburgh, former president of Notre Dame, wrote, “The very
essence of leadership is that you
have to have vision. You can't blow an
uncertain trumpet.”
When the leadership fails to have
vision—or, just as bad, fails to communicate and model their vision—the
resulting lack of clarity lets the wrong
notes be played by the orchestra, their
team members. In today’s business
world of tight margins, a single wrong
note could mean financial disaster.

Vision statements, by their very
nature, should be compelling and
powerful. They should galvanize
employees to take positive forward
action. And, as time goes on, some of
these statements should change to
reflect new opportunities.
Q In 1950, Boeing had a vision
statement that it would become the
“dominant player in commercial aircraft and bring the world into the jet
age.” Now Boeing is looking beyond
that previous mental picture with its
current vision statement of “people
working together as one global enterprise for aerospace leadership.”
Q Disney’s vision that it should
“make people happy” holds as true
today as when Walt Disney originally penned this timeless vision
statement.

The Power of a
Vision Statement
One fairly simple remedy for
a lack of clarity is retooling your
organization’s vision statement.
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How tHE

Q Nike has changed its 1960s vision
statement from its aim of “crush[ing]
Adidas” to being “the number one
athletic company in the world.”

brain works
EngagEd
ON

Q Southwest Airlines’ current vision statement is “More than a way
to fly, a way of life.”

disEngagEd
OFF

Q Zappos understands that one
day “30 percent of all retail transactions in the U.S. will be online.
People will buy from the company
with the best service and the best
selection. Zappos.com will be that
online store.”

A High-Performance Culture
Clarity supports the creation of
a high-performance culture because
people know what it means to be
“on” when it comes to knowing
what to do in their various roles.
But the majority of job descriptions

and performance appraisals either
have not been updated to reflect
today’s work environment or are
inconsistently applied. Again, lack of
clarity creates an under-performing
culture that supports already disengaged employees.

In the Gallup Management
Journal of March 2012, authors
Jim Asplund and Nikki Blacksmith
address the issue of clarity head-on
with this statement, “First know,
then make the most of, what you
do best.” The article illustrates
this statement with a return to
strengths-based goal setting.
How many people actually
know what they do well? Sure, they
may have some awareness of their
strengths from years of being told
about them. But when was that
awareness ever assessed to validate
that knowledge?
After individually assessing
more than 400 individuals through
the Attribute Index published by Innermetrix, I know with 100 percent
certainty that 95 percent of the
personnel in the existing workforce
do not know what they do well.
However, 95 percent of those very
same people know clearly what they
do not do well.

Why Winning Teams Win
Each year, the various professional sports teams’ owners canvass college campuses and other
professional teams, searching for
individuals with specific talents to
complement their teams or close a
specific performance gap. Have you
ever heard one of these scouts or
managers say something like, “We
are seeking an individual with these
specific weaknesses” or “We signed
player XYZ because of his or her
weaknesses?”
Winning teams win because
of their collective talents—their
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strengths—not because of their
weaknesses. These talents, when
harnessed together through effective
leadership, allow all team members to
overcome daily distractions—the continued stream of obstacles preventing forward progress.

Turn On Your Light Switch
The television series Undercover
Boss is all about discovering whether an organization’s light switch is
on, and if not, why not. Going undercover in your organization may
not be feasible, but you can accrue
similar knowledge through a simple,
anonymous, and quite affordable
internal survey.
Use the light switch as a common
shared visual and then ask your employees the following three questions:
1. Are your actions here at (fill in
the organization’s name) “on”

win

winning tEaMs
bEcausE
of tHEir collEctivE talEnts—

tHEir strEngtHs—

not because of their weaknesses.

discomfort is a reflection of the
leadership team’s lack of clarity:
they believed one thing and then
learned that their belief was based
upon a false awareness.
Making sure employees are
“on” can catapult any individual or
organization beyond the finish line.
When individuals, through selfreflection, can honestly say, “I have
not been ‘on’ because . . .” and they
understand how to get back in the

game, the organizations employing
them will have a unique competitive
advantage. N

Leanne Hoagland-Smith, executive consultant, corporate coach, and author, helps
innovative leaders at all levels and in all
industries to dramatically improve their
teams’ results. What this looks like, and why,
differs for each firm; therefore Leanne offers
a free strategy session to those who forward
a request to leanne@processspecialist.com.

Q 90

percent of the time?
percent of the time?
Q 50 percent of the time or less?
Q 75

2. If your actions are not “on” at
least 90 percent of the time, what
is keeping you from being “on”?
Q Poor

communication?
leadership?
Q No strategy?
Q Personal issues such as health,
family, finances?
Q Lack of training and development?
Q Confusion as to what you are supposed to do?
Q Other—please list:
_____________________?
Q Inconsistent

3. Are the majority of these distractions or problems that are
keeping you from being “on”
Q Relatively

new?
new?
Q Sporadic or reoccurring?
Q Problems that have been lurking
since day one?
Q Somewhat

The answers yielded by this
anonymous survey may create considerable discomfort, especially if
you believed that the reasons for
your organization’s lack of progress or sluggish growth lay in
something or someone else. This
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